
SS-PT724MP Timer and Message Player Quick Start Guide 

Open enclosure and identify the Message Player on the inside of the cover, and the Timer on 

the inside of the enclosure. The Timer is wired to the Message Player to activate the #1 

Message channel. Mounting feet are also included to mount the housing/enclosure. 

When ready to program the timer, plug in timer to 120 Volt Ac power receptacle. 

Press the SET button to reach the “Press Enter to Set Time” then press Enter 

Pressing Enter begins the curser scrolling the positions available for entry. 

Set the Date and the current time—NOTE: All times need to be expressed in 

Military 24 hour time (i.e. 3PM is 15:00) 

Press the Set button to reach the “Press Enter to Set BK (Block)” then press Enter 

Pressing Enter begins the curser scrolling the positions available for entry. 

Set the Block for the days of the week you need the timer to sound the horn (i.e. 

Monday and Friday for Monday through Friday—make sure your first day begins 

your week and follows to the end of your week—do not set the Block for Saturday 

and Sunday for instance because that is ONLY Saturday and Sunday. A full 7 days 

should be Monday and (through) Sunday. Time=DS simply allows for Daylights 

saving time adjustment and can be left at DS if desired. 

Press the Set button to reach the “Press Enter to Set Evnt (Event)” then press Enter 

Pressing Enter begins the curser scrolling the positions available for entry. 

Event numbers begin at 01 and move up during subsequent event programming. 

The entry position to the right of the ^ MUST be set for PL (pulse) for all events 

you set. 

The position further to the right is the duration the horn will sound—you can set 

this from 1 to 15 seconds (depending on the length of your recorded message, 

this timer setting may have no bearing on the duration of the message playing). 

The next position is the Day of the week—this MUST be SET for BK to refer the 

timer back to the Block of days you set above. 

And finally the time for the event, Must be set in Military time as necessary. (i.e. 

Lunch at 1:30 PM should be set in Military time as 13:30) 

Continue this process to set all of your time events. 

When finished press SET or leave the timer alone and it will return to the main screen. 



The screen reports the current status of the RELAY and generally it will always say Relay 

OFF until the event time is reached and the Relay changes for that short period of time 

(1 to 15 seconds depending on your event setting). 

Once programming is complete, you can record the tone/voice message on the Message 

Player located on the enclosure cover. The Message boards’ various setting and jumpers 

have been configured by the factory and no adjustment beyond those noted below 

should be necessary. 

While the AC power is plugged in, identify the channel selection dip switches (small 

white switches labeled “activate channels”), and move the channel #1 switch to the on 

position. The test message recorded at the factory will play. To record a tone, or voice 

or combination tone and voice, press the recording button (to the left of the blue 

terminal block), and continue to hold during the recording process, be prepared to play 

your tone sound over a speaker (customer provided—perhaps connected to a computer 

playing a sound file) within close proximity to the microphone on the Message Board 

(small black device the size of an aspirin—labeled “Microphone”). The volume level of 

your tone or voice should be at a medium level—directed at the microphone—in a very 

quiet atmosphere. If recording a tone followed by a voice message hold the record 

button, play your selected tone sound as described above and immediately after the 

tone sound is finished—begin speaking your message. Release the record button when 

finished. Your recorded Message will play immediately afterward. If satisfied, move the 

dip switch for channel # 1 back to the off position. To redo your recording—repeat the 

above—the previous recording will be replaced once the record button is pushed and 

the channel switch is in the On position. 

To trigger your message manually, move the channel # 1 dip switch back to the on 

position, you can also adjust the volume at this time using the volume wheel. 

Remember when finished, to move the channel # 1 dip switch back to the off position so 

it can be triggered by your timer event times. 

The Message player also has 3 other channels that can be recorded for other uses, like a 

door bell sound to alert employees of assistance needed in the receiving department as 

an example, etc. To use the other available Message channels, you will need to add a 

normally open contact closure/switch, and use the 12 Volt DC positive voltage available 

within the Timer Box (12 vdc+) to connect to a small gauge wire (customer provided) to 

one side of your switch (customer provided) and then another wire back to the terminal 

on the Message Board marked “+V2”. The 3rd and 4th channels are labeled “+S3” and 

“+B4” respectively. In all cases when satisfied with your recording, move the channel 

switch back to the off position, to allow for the remote switching of the message. 

A speaker is supplied and wired to the Message Board. This speaker can be mounted 

locally, using customer supplied hardware, and may also be remotely located from the 



Message Player/Timer by adding customer supplied 18AWG speaker wire—for 

installation up to 50 feet away from the Message Board Enclosure. 

We offer a Model MP-AMP-10 to add additional area coverage of your Message Player. 

Please contact us for additional information. 
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